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We welcome this contribution to the database literature. It is another book on the theory and practice of relational databases, but this one is interestingly different. The bulk of the book is devoted to a treatment of the theory. The treatment is not only rigorous and mathematical, but also rather more approachable than some other texts of this kind. The authors clearly recognize, as we do, the importance of logic and mathematics if database study is to be taken seriously. They have done a good job of describing a certain formalism developed by their former teachers, Bert de Brock and Frans Remmen. This formalism includes some ideas that will be novel to many readers, even those who already have a degree of familiarity with the subject. A particularly interesting novel idea, to us, is the formalization of updating and transactions in Chapter 10.

The formalism is interestingly different from the approach we and several others have adopted. The differences do not appear to be earth-shattering, but the full consequences are not immediately obvious to us, and we hope they will provoke discussion. One major difference is the omission of any in-depth treatment of types. This omission can be justified because relations are orthogonal to the types available for their attributes, so the two issues are somewhat separable even though any relational database language must of course deal with both of them. Closely related to the issue of types, and possibly a consequence of the omission we have noted, is the fact that there is only one empty relation under the De Brock/Remmen approach; by contrast, we subscribe to the notion that empty relations of distinct types are themselves distinct. Distinguishing empty relations of different types is in any case needed for static type checking, regarded as a *sine qua non* for database languages intended for use by robust applications. However, our approach is explicitly intended to provide, among other things, a foundation for database language design. The De Brock/Remmen approach appears to be more focused on getting the specifications of the database and its transactions right.

The authors turn from theory to practice in Chapter 11. Here they deal exclusively with current practice, showing how to translate the theoretical solutions described in Part 2 into concrete syntax using a particular well-known implementation of SQL. In doing this they have to face up not only to SQL’s well-known deviations from the theory (especially its deviations from the classical logic used in that theory) but also to some alarming further deficiencies in many of the implementations of that language. This chapter can therefore be read as a thinly veiled wake-up call to DBMS vendors. We would like to take this opportunity to lift that veil a little.

The two deficiencies brought out by the authors’ example solutions are (a) severe limitations on the extent to which declarative database constraints can be expressed, and (b) lack of proper support for serializability. If a DBMS does not suffer from (a), then (b) comes into play only when declarative constraints would lead to unacceptable performance. In that case, custom-written procedures, preferably triggered procedures, might be needed as a
workaround. Such procedures require very careful design, as the authors eloquently demonstrate, so they are prone to some of those very errors that the relational approach from its very beginning was expressly designed to avoid. Deficiency (b) compounds this exposure by requiring the developers of these procedures to devise and implement some form of concurrency control within them. The authors describe a method requiring them first to devise a locking scheme, appropriate to the particular requirements of the database, then inside the procedures, in accordance with that scheme, to acquire locks at appropriate points. If the DBMS suffers from deficiency (a), then procedural workarounds will be needed for many more constraints, regardless of performance considerations. The worst-case scenario is clearly when the DBMS suffers from both (a) and (b). That is the scenario the authors feel compelled to assume, given the current state of the technology. To our minds, a relational DBMS that suffers from (a) is not a relational DBMS. (Of course, we have other reasons for claiming that no SQL DBMS is a relational DBMS anyway.) A DBMS that suffers from (b) is not a DBMS.

Standard SQL is relationally complete in its support for declarative constraints by permitting the inclusion of query expressions in the `CHECK` clause of a constraint declaration. However, it appears that few SQL products actually support that particular standard feature. The authors offer a polite excuse for this state of affairs. The excuse is well understood. It goes like this: a constraint that includes a possibly complex query against a possibly very large database might take ages to evaluate and might require frequent evaluation in the presence of a high transaction rate. We do not yet know—and it is an important and interesting research topic—how to do the kind of optimization that would be needed for the DBMS to work out efficient evaluation strategies along the lines of the authors’ custom-written solutions. Performance considerations would currently militate against big businesses with very large databases and high transaction rates expressing the problematical constraints declaratively. Such businesses would employ—and could afford to employ—software experts to develop the required custom-written procedures. But what about small businesses with small databases and low transaction rates? And what about constraints that are evaluated quickly enough in spite of the inclusion of a query expression (which might be nothing more than a simple existence test, for example)? In any case, our history is littered with good ideas (for example, FORTRAN in the 1960s, the relational model in the 1970s) that have initially been shunned on advice from the performance sages that has eventually turned out to be ill-founded. As the years go by machines get faster, memory gets bigger, research comes up with new solutions. So much, then, for that excuse.

Sadly, Lex de Haan did not live to see the completion of this joint project. We would like to express our appreciation to Toon Koppelaars for the work that he has undertaken single-handedly since the untimely death in early 2006 of his friend and ours.
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This book is not an easy read, but you will have a great understanding of mathematics as it relates to database design by the end.

We'll introduce you to a mathematical methodology that enables you to deal with database designs in a clear way. Those of you who have had a formal education in mathematics will most likely enjoy reading this book. It demonstrates how you can apply two mathematical disciplines—logic and set theory—to your current profession.

For those of you who lack a formal education in mathematics, you'll have to put in an effort when reading this book. We do our best to explain all material in a clear way and provide sufficient examples along the way. Nevertheless, there is a lot of new material for you to digest.

We assume that you are familiar with designing a database. This book will not teach you how to design databases; more specifically, this book will not explain what makes a database design a good one or a bad one. This book's primary goal is to teach you a formal methodology for specifying a database design; in particular, for specifying all involved data integrity constraints in a clear and unambiguous manner.

This book is a must for every IT professional who is involved in any way with designing databases:

- Database designers, data architects, and data administrators
- Application developers with database design responsibilities
- Database administrators with database design responsibilities
- IT architects
- People managing teams that include any of the preceding roles

We wrote this book because we are convinced that the mode of thought required by this formal methodology will—as an important side effect—contribute to your database design capabilities. Understanding this formal methodology will benefit you, the database professional, and will in the end make you a better database designer.
Introduction

This book will not try to change your attitude towards mathematics, which can be anywhere between hate and love. The sole objective of this book is to show you how you can use mathematics in your life as a database professional, and how mathematics can help you solve certain problems. We, the authors, are convinced that familiarity with the areas of mathematics that will be presented in this book, and on which the relational model of data is based, is a strong prerequisite for anybody who aims to be professionally involved with databases.

This book tries to fill a space that is not yet covered by the many books on databases that are already available. In Part 1, we cover just the part of mathematics that is useful for the practice of the database professional; the mathematical theory covered in this part is linked to the practice in Parts 2 (specifying database designs) and 3 (implementing database designs).

One thing is for sure: mathematics forces you to think clearly and precisely, and then to write things down as formally and precisely as possible. This is because the language of mathematics is both formal and rich in expressive power. Natural languages are rich in expressive power but are highly informal; on the other hand, programming languages are formal but typically have much less expressive power than mathematics.

Mathematicians

Mathematicians are strange people. Most of them have all sorts of weird hobbies, and they all share a passionate love for puzzles and games. To be more precise, they love to create their own games and then play those games. Well, how do you create a game? You simply establish a set of rules, and start playing. If you are the creator of the game, you have a rather luxurious position: if you don’t like the game that much, you simply revisit the rules, implement some changes, and start playing again—until you like the game.

Mathematicians always strive for elegance and orthogonality—they dislike exceptions. A game is said to be designed in an orthogonal way if its set of components that together make up the whole game capability are non-overlapping and mutually independent. Each capability should be implemented by only one component, and one component should only implement one capability of the game. Well-separated and independent components ensure that there are no side effects: using or even changing one component does not cause side effects in another area of the game.

Note For more information, see for example “A Note on Orthogonality” by C. J. Date, originally published in Database Programming & Design (July 1995), or visit http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Orthogonality.
Why do things in a complicated way if you can accomplish the same thing in a more simple way? Why allow tricks in certain places, but at the same time forbid them in other places where the same trick would make a lot of sense? Exceptions are the worst of all. Therefore, mathematicians always explore the boundaries of their games. If the established rules don’t behave nicely at the boundaries, there is room for improvement.

High-Level Book Overview

Over time, mathematicians have spawned several formal disciplines. This book pays special attention to the following two formal disciplines, because they are the most relevant ones in the application of mathematics to the field of databases:

- Logic
- Set theory

The first part of this book consists of four chapters; they introduce the mathematics as such. While reading these chapters, you should try to exercise some patience in case you don’t immediately see their relevance for you; they lay down the mathematical concepts, techniques, and notations needed for the second and third parts of the book.

Note Even if you think at first glance that your mathematical skills are strong enough, we advise you to read and study the first four chapters in detail and to go through all exercises, without looking at the corresponding solutions first. This will help you get used to the mathematical notations used throughout this book; moreover, some exercises are designed to make you aware of certain common errors.

The second part consists of Chapters 5 through 10, showing the application of the mathematics to database issues. Chapter 5 introduces a formal way to specify table designs and introduces the concept of database state. Chapter 6 establishes the notion of data integrity predicates; we use these to specify data integrity constraints. Chapter 7 specifies a full-fledged example database design in a clear mathematical form. You’ll discover through this example that specifying a database design involves specifying data integrity constraints for the most part. Chapter 8 adds the notion of state transition constraints, and formally specifies these for the given example database design. Chapter 9 shows how you can precisely formulate queries in mathematics, and Chapter 10 shows how you can formally specify transactions.

The third part consists of Chapter 11 and Chapter 12. Chapter 11 goes into the details of realizing a database design, especially its data integrity constraints, in a database management system (DBMS)—a crucial and challenging task for any database professional. In Chapter 11, we establish a further link from the theory to the SQL DBMS practice of today.

Note Chapter 11 is an optional chapter. However, if you’re involved in implementing database designs in Oracle’s SQL DBMS, you’ll appreciate it.
Chapter 12 summarizes the book, lists some conclusions, and provides some general guidelines.

The book contains several appendixes:

- Appendix A gives the full formal definition of the database design used in the book.
- Appendix B contains a quick reference of all mathematical symbols used in the book.
- Appendix C provides a reference for further background reading.
- Appendix D provides a brief exploration of the use of NULLs.
- Appendix E provides solutions for selected exercises.

We assume that you’re aware of the existence of the relational model, and perhaps you also have some in-depth knowledge of what this model is about (that’s not required, though). We also assume that you have experience in designing databases, and you’re therefore familiar with concepts such as keys, foreign keys, (functional) dependencies, and the third normal form (the latter two aren’t required).

This book’s main focus is on specifying a relational database design in general and specifying the data integrity constraints involved in such a design, specifically. We demonstrate how elementary set theory (in combination with logic) aids us in producing solid database design specifications that give us a good and clear insight into the relevant constraints.

Other authors, most notably C. J. Date in his recent book *Database In Depth* (O’Reilly, 2005), lay out the fundamentals of the relational model but sometimes assume you are knowledgeable in certain mathematical disciplines. In this book no mathematical knowledge is preassumed; we’ll deliver the theoretical—set-theory—concepts that are necessary to define a relational database design from the ground upwards.

We must mention up front that the approach taken in this book is a different approach (for some, maybe radically different) to the one taken by other authors. The methodology that is developed in this book uses merely elementary set theory in conjunction with logic. Elementary set theory suffices to specify relational database designs, including all relevant data integrity constraints. We’ll also use set theory as the vehicle to specify queries and transactions on such designs.

---

**Note** We (the authors) are not the inventors of the methodology presented in this book. Frans Remmen and Bert de Brock originally developed this methodology in the 1980s, while they were both engaged at the Eindhoven University of Technology. Appendix C lists two references of books authored by Bert de Brock in which he introduces this methodology to specify database designs.

---

**Database Design Implementation Issues**

The majority of all DBMSes these days are based on the ISO standard of the SQL (pronounced as “ess-cue-ell”) language. This is where you’ll get into some trouble. First of all, the SQL language is far from an elegant and orthogonal database language; furthermore, it is not too difficult to see that it is a product of years of political debates and attempts to achieve consensus.
In hindsight, some battles were won by the wrong guys. Indeed, this is one of the reasons why C. J. Date and Hugh Darwen wrote their book on what they call “the third manifesto.” A fully revised third edition was published in 2006: *Databases, Types, and the Relational Model: The Third Manifesto* (Addison-Wesley).

On top of this, several database software vendors have made mistakes—sometimes small ones, sometimes big ones—in their attempts to implement the ISO standard in their products. They also left certain features out and added nonstandard features to enrich their products, thus deviating from the ISO standard. As soon as you try to step away from mathematics (and thus from the relational model) and start using an SQL DBMS, you’ll inevitably open up several cans of worms.

This book tries to stay away as much as possible from SQL, thus keeping the book as generic as possible. Chapters 9 (data retrieval) and 10 (data manipulation) display SQL expressions; they serve only to demonstrate (in)abilities of this language in comparison to the mathematical formalism introduced in this book. Both authors happen to have extensive experience with the SQL DBMS from Oracle; the SQL code given in these chapters is compliant with the 10g release of Oracle’s SQL DBMS. Chapter 11 (implementing database designs) displays SQL expressions even more. We’ll also maintain the Oracle-specific content of Chapter 11; you can download the code from the Source Code/Download area of the Apress Web site (http://www.apress.com).
PART 1

The Mathematics

Everything should be made as simple as possible, but not simpler.

Albert Einstein (1879–1955)
The word “logic” has many meanings, and is heavily overloaded. It’s derived from the Greek word *logicos*, meaning “concerning language and speech” or “human reasoning.”

The section “The History of Logic” gives a concise overview of the history of logic, just to show that many brilliant people have been involved over several centuries to develop what’s now known as mathematical logic. The section is by no means meant to be complete.

In the section “Values, Variables, and Types,” we’ll discuss the difference between *values* (constants) and *variables*. We’ll also introduce the notion of the *type of a variable*. We’ll use these notions in the section “Propositions and Predicates” to introduce the concept of a *predicate*, and its special case, a *proposition*—the main concepts in logic.

The section “Logical Connectives” explains how you can build new predicates by combining existing predicates using *logical connectives*. Then, in the section “Truth Tables” you’ll see how you can use *truth tables* to define logical connectives and to investigate the truth value of logical expressions. Truth tables are an important and useful tool to start developing various concepts in logic.

*Functional completeness* is covered in the section “Functional Completeness”; it’s about which logical connectives you need (as a minimum) to formulate all possible logical expressions.

The following two sections introduce the concepts of *tautologies* and *contradictions*, *logical equivalence*, and *rewrite rules*. You can use a rewrite rule to transform one logical expression into another (equivalent) logical expression.

This chapter is an introductory chapter on logic. Chapter 3 will continue where this one stops—the two chapters make up one single topic (logic). The split is necessary because some concepts concerning logic require the introduction of a few set-theory notions first. Chapter 2 will serve that purpose.

The introduction of the crucial concept of *rewrite rules* at the end of this chapter opens up the first possibility to do some useful exercises. They serve two important purposes:

- Learning how to use truth tables and rewrite rules to investigate logical expressions
- Getting used to the mathematical symbols introduced in this chapter

Therefore, we strongly advise you to spend sufficient time on these exercises before moving on to other chapters.
The History of Logic

The science of logic and the investigation of human reasoning goes back to the ancient Greeks, more than 2,000 years ago. Aristotle (384–322 BC), a student of Plato, is commonly considered the first logician.

Gottfried Wilhelm Leibnitz (1646–1716) established the foundations for the development of mathematical logic. He thought that symbols were extremely important to understand things, so he tried to design a universal symbolic language to describe human reasoning. The logic of Leibnitz was based on the following two principles:

- There are only a few simple ideas that form the “alphabet of human thought.”
- You can generate complex ideas from those simple ideas by a process analogous to arithmetical multiplication.

George Boole (1815–1864) invented the general concept of a Boolean algebra, the foundation of modern computer arithmetic. In 1854 he published *An Investigation of the Laws of Thought on Which Are Founded the Mathematical Theories of Logic and Probabilities*, in which he shows that you can perform arithmetic on logical symbols just like algebraic symbols and numbers.

In 1922, Ludwig Wittgenstein (1889–1951) introduced truth tables as we know them today, based on the earlier work of Gottlob Frege (1848–1925) and others during the 1880s.

After a formal notation was introduced, several attempts were made to use mathematical logic to describe the foundation of mathematics itself. The attempt by Gottlob Frege (that failed) is famous; Bertrand Russell (1872–1970) showed in 1901 that Frege’s system could produce a contradiction: the famous Russell’s paradox (see sidebar). Later attempts to achieve the same goal were performed by Bertrand Russell and Alfred North Whitehead (1861–1947), David Hilbert (1862–1943), John von Neumann (1903–1957), Kurt Gödel (1906–1978), and Alfred Tarski (1902–1983), just to name a few of the most famous ones.

---

**RUSSELL’S PARADOX**

Russell’s paradox can be difficult to understand for readers who are unfamiliar with mathematical logic in general and with setting up a mathematical proof in particular. The paradox goes as follows:

1. Consider the set of all sets that are not members of themselves; let’s call this set \( X \).
2. Suppose \( X \) is an element of \( X \)—but then it must *not* be a member of itself, according to the preceding definition of set \( X \). So the supposition is FALSE.
3. Similarly, suppose \( X \) is *not* an element of \( X \)—but then it must be a member of itself, again according to the preceding definition of set \( X \). So this supposition is FALSE too.
4. But surely one of these two suppositions must be TRUE; hence the paradox.

Don’t worry if this puzzles you; it isn’t important for the application of the mathematics that this book deals with.
It’s safe to say that the science of logic is sound; it has existed for many centuries and has been investigated by many brilliant scientists over those centuries.

Note If you want to know more about the history of logic, or the history of mathematics in general, [http://en.wikipedia.org](http://en.wikipedia.org) is an excellent source of information.

These days, formal methods derived from logic are not only used in mathematics, informatics (computer science), and artificial intelligence; they are also used in biology, linguistics, and even in jurisprudence.

The importance of data management being based on logic was envisioned by E. F. (Ted) Codd (1923–2003) in 1969, when he first proposed his famous relational model in the IBM research report “Derivability, Redundancy and Consistency of Relations Stored in Large Data Banks.” The relational model for database management introduced in this research report has proven to be an influential general theory of data management and remains his most memorable achievement.

Every science is (should be) based on logic: every theory is a system of sentences (or statements) that are accepted as true and can be used to derive new statements following some well-defined rules. It’s one of the main goals of this book to explain the mathematical concepts on which the science of relational data management is based.

## Values, Variables, and Types

You probably have some idea of the two terms *values* and *variables*. However, it’s important to define these two terms precisely, because they are often misunderstood and mixed up.

A *value* is an individual constant with a well-determined meaning. For example, the integer 42 is a value. You cannot update a value; if you could, it would no longer be the same value. Values can be represented in many ways, using some encoding. Values can have any arbitrary complexity.

A *variable* is a holder for a value. Variables in the course of time and space get a different value. We call the changing of values the *updating* of a variable. Variables have a *name*, allowing you to talk about them without knowing which value they currently represent.

In this book, we’ll always use variables that are of a given *type*. The *set of values* from which the variable is allowed to hold a value is referred to as the *type of that variable*.

A database—containing table values—is an example of a variable; at any point in time, it has a certain (complex) value. We will specify the type of a database variable in a precise way in Part 2 of this book.

## Propositions and Predicates

In logic, the main components we deal with are propositions and predicates. A proposition is a *declarative sentence* that’s either TRUE or FALSE.
A sentence $S$ is a declarative sentence, if the following is a proper English question: “Is it true that $S$?”

If a proposition is true we say it has a “truth value” of TRUE; if a proposition is false, its truth value is FALSE. Here are some examples of propositions:

- This book has two authors.
- The square root of 16 equals 3.
- All mathematicians are liars.
- If Toon is familiar with SQL, then Lex has three daughters.

All four examples are declarative sentences; if you prefix them with “Is it true that,” then a proper English question is formed and you can decide if the declarative sentences are TRUE or not. The truth value of the first proposition is TRUE; it is a TRUE proposition. The second proposition is obviously FALSE; the square root of 16 equals 4. The third example is a proposition too, although you might find it difficult to decide what its truth value is. But in theory you can decide its truth value. Assuming you have a clear definition of who is and who isn’t a mathematician, you can determine the set of persons that need to be checked. You would then have to check every mathematician, in this rather large but finite set, to find the truth value of the proposition. If you find a non-lying mathematician, then the proposition is FALSE; on the other hand, if no such mathematician can be found, then the proposition is clearly TRUE. In the last example, “Toon” and “Lex” are the authors of this book. Therefore, you should be able to decide whether this predicate is TRUE or FALSE if you know enough about the authors of this book. The proposition is FALSE, by the way; Toon is indeed familiar with SQL, but Lex does not have three daughters.

It’s a common misconception to consider only TRUE statements to be propositions; propositions can be FALSE as well.

The following examples are not propositions:

- $x + y > 10$
- The square root of $x$ equals $z$.
- What did you pay for this book?
- Stop designing databases.

The first two examples hold embedded variables; the truth value of these sentences depends on the values that are currently held by these variables. The last two examples aren’t declarative sentences and therefore aren’t propositions.
A predicate is something having the form of a declarative sentence. A predicate holds embedded variables whose values are unknown at this time; you cannot decide if what is declared is either TRUE or FALSE without knowing the value(s) for the variable(s). We’ll refer to the embedded variables in a predicate as the parameters of the predicate.

The first two examples in the preceding list are predicates; they hold embedded variables x, y, and z. Following are some other examples of predicates:

- i has the value 4.
- x lives in y.
- If Toon is familiar with SQL, then Lex has k daughters.

You cannot tell if the first example is TRUE or FALSE, because it depends on the actual value of parameter i. The same holds for the second example; as long as you don’t know which human being is represented by parameter x and which city is represented by parameter y, you cannot say whether this predicate is TRUE or FALSE. Finally, the truth value of the last example depends on its parameter k. You already saw that if value 3 is substituted for parameter k, then the truth value of this predicate becomes FALSE.

A predicate with n parameters is called an n-place predicate. If you substitute one of the parameters in an n-place predicate with a value, then the predicate becomes an (n-1)-place predicate. For instance, the preceding second example is a 2-place predicate; it has two parameters, x and y. If you substitute the value Lex for parameter x, then this predicate turns into the following expression:

Lex lives in y

This expression represents a 1-place predicate; it has one parameter. The truth value still depends upon (the value of) the remaining parameter. If you now substitute value “Utrecht”—the name of a city in the Netherlands—for parameter y, the predicate turns into a 0-place predicate.

Lex lives in Utrecht

Do you see that this is now a proposition? You can decide the truth value of this expression. As this example shows, propositions can be regarded as a special case of predicates; they are predicates with no parameters. You can convert a predicate into a proposition by providing values that are substituted for the parameters. This is called instantiating the predicate with the given values.

■ Note A way to look at a predicate is as follows—here we quote from Chris Date’s book Database in Depth (O’Reilly Media, 2005): “You can think of a predicate as a truth-valued function. Like all functions, it has a set of parameters, it returns a result when it is invoked (instantiated) by supplying values for the parameters, and, because it’s truth valued, that result is either TRUE or FALSE.”

The parameters of a predicate are also referred to as the free variables of a predicate. There’s another way to convert predicates into propositions: by binding the involved free
variable(s) with a quantifier. Free variables then turn into what are called bound variables. Quantification (over a set) is an important concept in logic and even more so in data management; we'll cover it in Chapter 3 (the section “Quantifiers”) in great detail.

Table 1-1 summarizes the properties of a predicate and a proposition.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predicate</th>
<th>Proposition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Form of declarative sentence</td>
<td>Declarative sentence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With parameters</td>
<td>Without parameters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Truth-valued function</td>
<td>Either TRUE or FALSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input is required to evaluate truth/falsehood</td>
<td>Special case predicate (no input required)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Before we go on, let’s briefly look at sentences such as the following:

This statement is false
I am lying

These are self-referential sentences; they say something about themselves. Sentences of this type can cause trouble in the sense that they might lead to a contradiction. The second example is known as the liar’s paradox. If you assume these sentences to be TRUE then you can draw the conclusion that they are FALSE (and vice versa); you cannot decide whether they are TRUE or FALSE, which is a mandatory property for them to be valid propositions. The solution is simply to disqualify them as valid propositions.

You must also discard “ill-formed” expressions as valid predicates; that is, expressions that don’t adhere to our syntax rules, such as the following:

3 is an element of 4
n = 4 ∨ ∧ m = 5

The first one is ill-formed because 4 is not a set; it is a numeric value. To say 3 is an element of it doesn’t make any sense. Here we assume you have some idea of the concept of a set and for something to be an element of a set; we’ll cover elementary set theory in Chapter 2. The second expression contains two consecutive connectives ∨ and ∧ (explained in the next section), which is illegal.

Logical Connectives

You can build new predicates by applying logical connectives to existing ones. The most well-known connectives are conjunction (logical AND), disjunction (logical OR), and negation (logical NOT); two other connectives we’ll use frequently are implication and equivalence. Throughout this book, we use mathematical symbols to denote these logical connectives, as shown in Table 1-2.